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PRESS RELEASE 

FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN - EMERGENCY IN THE PHILIPPINES 

Considering the recent calamity of the typhoon Haiyan in central Philippines, acknowledged as the 

most powerful and disruptive ever recorded on a wolrdwide scale, KITO ONLUS has started a 

fundraising campaign specifically dedicated to the needy population of the hit area of the 

Philippines, at the moment lacking shelter and food. The death toll, recently reaching 10,000 only in 

the city of Tacloban, is growing. 

The Philippines government has declared the state of national calamity, hence rescuers have to face 

highly critical conditions. Streets and means of communication are completely blocked, which 

dampers the rescue operations, whilst rescuers and volunteers race to bring aid as fast as possible. 

The situation worsens every minute. 

The greatest issue to address is the contagion of verious diseases: since the population does not 

dispose of a shelter and sanitary conditions are despicable and precarious, therefore every kind of 

disease is easily spread among the population at alarming speed. Our fundraising campain 

EMERGENCY PHILIPPINES will enable us to buy and send straight away immunizations and 

medicines, directly to the regions affected, in order to contain the emergency and bring relief. 

San Francisco, municipality belonging to Camotes Islands archipelago (Province of Cebu) and in 

the heart of the hit region, has also required a Mobile Unit Kito-Health through its Mayor Aly A. 

Arquillano. Kito Onlus' campaign is thus aimed to sending medical aid and one Mobile Unit for 

emergencies to San Francisco, granting a long-lasting medical assistance to the population during 

the reconstruction phase. We are already in touch with the local government thanks to our partner 

organization ICLEI-Southeast Asia which is coordinating field operations and assistance in the 

region struck by the typhoon.  

We are urging therefore all our supporters to help us for the immediate purchase of medical 

materials to be employed in San Francisco. We want to provide the city and its inhabitants with a 

medical centre purposely built for this sort of emergency.  

To contribute to our project, make a donation quoting "Emergency Philippines Fund"! 

To: KITO ONLUS 

Name of the Bank: Sparkasse - Cassa di Risparmio Bolzano Spa 

Address of the Bank: Via XX Settembre 9, 35100 Padova (Italy) 

Account No.: 138 5000127-5 

BIC / SWIFT Code: CRBZIT2B138 

IBAN: IT25F0604512101000005000127 

 

We want to very much thank you in advance, 

Kito Onlus Staff. 


